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The latest technologies - the leading experts - proven real-world design solutions - together in one must-have volume!     

       The Newnes Know It All Series takes the best of what our authors have written to create hard-working desk references that will be an engineer's first port of call for key information, design techniques and rules of thumb. Guaranteed not to gather dust on a shelf!

The Electrical Engineering know it all covers the essential areas of electrical engineering, it is more practical than most of the large EE handbooks, offering tips, tools of the trade, design and applications information along with summarized theory, equations and formulas that are normally found in such books.

A 360-degree view from our best-selling authors
 
Hot topics covered 
 
The ultimate hard-working desk reference; all the essential information, techniques and tricks of the trade in one volume     

       About the Author
   
John Bird, the author of over 100 textbooks on engineering and mathematical subjects, is the former Head of Applied Electronics in the Faculty of Technology at Highbury College, Portsmouth, U.K. More recently, he has combined freelance lecturing at Portsmouth University, with technical writing and Chief Examiner responsibilities for City and Guilds Telecommunication Principles and Mathematics, and examining for the International Baccalaureate Organisation. 

John Bird is currently a Senior Training Provider at the Royal Naval School of Marine Engineering in the Defence College of Marine and Air Engineering at H.M.S. Sultan, Gosport, Hampshire, U.K. The school, which serves the Royal Navy, is one of Europes largest engineering training establishments.
Alan Bensky, MScEE, an electronics engineering consultant with over 25 years of experience in analog and digital design, management, and marketing. Specializing in wireless circuits and systems, Bensky has carried out projects for varied military and consumer applications. He is the author of Short-range Wireless Communication, Second Edition, published by Elsevier, 2004, and has written several articles in international and local publications. He has taught courses and gives lectures on radio engineering topics. Bensky is a senior member of IEEE.
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KDE Programming BibleHungry Minds, 2000
(IDG Books) A tutorial packed with examples, lucid explanations, and a complete widget reference, showing how to take full advantage of the K desktop and 2/Qt toolkit for Linux. The CD-ROM contains all of the examples from the text and KDE 2/Qt core files and libraries. System requirements: Intel 486+, 156 MB+ Hard drive space, 16MB+ RAM, CD-ROM...
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19 Deadly Sins of Software Security (Security One-off)McGraw-Hill, 2005
This essential book for all software developers--regardless of platform, language, or type of application--outlines the “19 deadly sins” of software security and shows how to fix each one. Best-selling authors Michael Howard and David LeBlanc, who teach Microsoft employees how to secure code, have partnered with John Viega, the man...
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Enterprise Architecture A to Z: Frameworks, Business Process Modeling, SOA, and Infrastructure TechnologyAuerbach Publications, 2008
Driven by the need and desire to reduce costs, organizations are faced with a set of decisions that require analytical scrutiny. Enterprise Architecture A to Z: Frameworks, Business Process Modeling, SOA, and Infrastructure Technology examines cost-saving trends in architecture planning, administration, and management....
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Google Cloud Platform for Architects: Design and manage powerful cloud solutionsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Get started with GCP and manage robust, highly available, and dynamic solutions to drive business objectives

	
		Key Features

		
			Identify the strengths, weaknesses and ideal use cases for individual services offered on the Google Cloud Platform (GCP)
	
			Make intelligent choices...
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An Introduction to Algorithmic Trading: Basic to Advanced Strategies (Wiley Trading)John Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Interest in algorithmic trading is growing massively – it’s cheaper, faster and better to control than standard trading, it enables you to ‘pre-think’ the market, executing complex math in real time and take the required decisions based on the strategy defined. We are no longer limited by human ‘bandwidth’....
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Biosignal and Biomedical Image ProcessingCRC Press, 2004
Relying heavily on MATLAB® problems and examples, as well as simulated data, this text/reference surveys a vast array of signal and image processing tools for biomedical applications, providing a working knowledge of the technologies addressed while showcasing valuable implementation procedures, common pitfalls, and essential application...
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